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150 citizens fill City Council chambers
Campaign to end nuclear transport starts
A "town meeting” held last night 
to discuss the shipment of radio­
active materials through Missoula 
County ended with plans to seek a 
ban of all such shipments through 
the county.
The meeting, which was 
sponsored by Headwaters Al­
liance and Nuclear Free Missoula, 
came in the wake of reports that 
materials from the Three Mile 
Island nuclear accident are being 
transported through the county 
enroute to burial in Hanford, 
Wash.
A number of people spoke to 
about 150 Missoulians in the City 
Council chambers about the 
dangers of nuclear shipments and 
the regulations both existent and 
proposed — for decreasing those 
dangers.
Jean Curry, a local environ­
mentalist, said that there were 
more than 328 accidents involving 
nuclear materials in the United 
States between 1973 and 1978. Of
those, she said, 118 were reported 
to have involved a release of 
radiation into the environment.
Curry held up a poster listing 
seven accidents that have oc­
curred in Montana in the last eight 
years, ranging from the recent spill 
in Cascade County of very low- 
level radioactive paint, to the 1974 
accident involving high-level 
radioactive plutonium-238 near 
Galen.
Three of the accidents occurred 
in Great Falls and involved the 
Consolidated Trucking Co., Curry 
said.
Curry said the most frightening 
thing about radioactive ship­
ments in the state is that nobody in 
state or local government knows 
what is being shipped or when it is 
being moved.
Lee Torgrimson, a locomotive 
engineer for Burlington Northern 
Railroad, said he was working as a 
switchman in the Missoula yard 
the night in 1971 when a carload of
enriched uranium enroute from 
the Hanford nuclear site caught on 
fire. Torgrimson said the car 
burned for 10 hours before the 
fire department received instruc­
tions on how best to put out the 
blaze.
“ I was contaminated and at least 
a dozen other employees were 
contaminated when they moved 
that car around," Torgrimson said. 
He said BN has never offered to 
give him medical tests to detect 
physica l damage from  the 
exposure.
Torgrim son said tha t BN 
railroad crews receive no training 
in how to handle an emergency 
involving radioactive materials, 
and suggested that an immediate 
ban be placed on railroad ship­
ments of nuclear material until 
proper training has been given.
Lawrence Stanfield, the chief of 
the Missoula Rural Fire Depart­
ment, said nuclear shipments have 
a “terrible potential”  of disaster in
the county. He said that because 
of the uncertainty local and state 
officials have about the nature and 
q u a n t i t ie s  o f r a d io a c t iv e  
shipments, the rural fire depart­
ment's “primary move would be to 
evacuate" in the event of an 
accident.
Curry said the people of 
Missoula have two choices — they 
can place their trust in more 
stringent regulations governing 
nuclear shipments, or they can act 
to completely ban such shipments 
from the county.
The latter option "is to say 'we 
don't care what the risk factor is. 
It’s not a matter of if or how it (an 
accident) will happen; it's when it 
will happen.’ ”
C urry said any in itia tive  
proposal for banning nuclear ship­
ments would exempt low-level 
m aterials used fo r medical 
purposes.
The group plans to approach the 
Missoula City Council with a 
proposal for a ban at the council 
meeting on Monday.
|  m o n t a n a
k a i m i n
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Habbe: tenured faculty could ‘strangle’ UM
By SUE O’CONNELL
Montana Kalinin Raportar
Seventy-five percent of Univer­
sity of Montana faculty members 
are tenured, and that is too high a 
percentage, according to UM’s 
vice president for academic affairs.
Donald Habbe said in an inter­
view yesterday that tenure is 
necessary to maintain stability 
within the university, but it is 
possible to be “strangled" by the 
inflexibility that can result by 
having too many tenured faculty 
members.
UM policy requires a professor 
to undergo a review process after 
six years of service before tenured 
status is given or rejected. Faculty 
members may not teach for more 
than seven years unless they 
receive tenure.
Tenure is one of the most 
important decisions the ad­
ministration makes because it is a 
“tremendous contractual obliga­
tion,” Habbe said. The university 
obligates itself to retain tenured 
faculty as long as they want to 
teach at UM, and this cuts down 
flexibility by limiting hiring of new
faculty members and limiting the 
choices when faculty cuts must be 
made, he said.
Eliminating security 
And this problem is com­
pounded when faculty cuts push 
up the percentage of tenured 
faculty and eventually could reach 
a point where all faculty members 
would be tenured, Habbe said, 
adding that additional cuts would 
have to be made from tenured 
faculty, thus eliminating the very 
security the status is supposed to 
guarantee.
Bowers assumes handicap
UM PRESIDENT RICHARD BOWERS grimaces as four advanced 
reporting students carry him up the stairs of the Journalism Build­
ing. Bowers was in the wheelchair as part of activities lor 
Handicapped Awareness Week. (Staff photo by Mick Benson.)
University of Montana President 
Richard Bowers got by yesterday 
with a little help from his friends 
during his first day in a wheelchair.
Bowers spent the day in a 
wheelchair as part of Handicapped 
Awareness Week activities.
The president relied on John 
Stewart, assistant to UM Academic 
Vice President Donald Habbe, and 
Allan Vannini, executive director 
of the UM Foundation to carry him 
up the steps of Main Hall, which is 
inaccessible to wheelchairs.
Later, advanced reporting 
students carried the president to a 
press conference on the second 
floor of the Journalism Building, 
which is also inaccessible by 
wheelchair.
Bowers said the experience was 
“certainly revealing” about the 
problems other people in 
wheelchairs have with accessibili­
ty on the UM campus. He said he 
had trouble maneuvering the 
wheelchair through the narrow 
doorways in his office suite in Main 
Hall. He added that. using the 
restroom facilities was also a 
problem.
Bowers said he agreed to spend 
the day in a wheelchair to increase 
his own awareness and also to 
catch the attention of other people 
arouna campus so that they would 
become aware of accessibility 
problems handicapped people 
have at UM.
The president also took part in a 
wheelchair race yesterday on the 
Oval. He placed second out of 
three contestants. Clair Reuben, 
junior in social work, took first.
Habbe said the nationwide 
tenure ratio has been projected to 
be 85 percent in the 1980s while 
50-70 percent has been con­
sidered a desirable level.
One of the reasons for the 
increase in tenured positions is 
that administrators assumed the 
growth in enrollment and need for 
programs would continue. So they 
hired more instructors who have 
since become tenured and are 
protected from the cuts most 
schools are now experiencing, he 
said.
Tenure obligations must be 
balanced with the number of 
students and necessary programs 
and the shifts in both areas, Flabbe 
said.
Because tenure is now being 
negotiated in the temporarily 
halted collective-bargaining talks, 
Habbe said he could not discuss 
any of the ways in which the 
administration is trying to balance 
tenure and faculty cuts.
However, he did say that some 
options are:
•  raising the number of years 
required to receive tenure from six 
to possibly 10.
•  limiting tenure to a certain 
number of years, such as five, by 
making the contracts renewable 
periodically rather than perma­
nent.
•  Cont. on p. 8.
UM professor exercises 
opportunity to speak out
By ED KEMMICK
Editor’s note: Many University of Montana professors have come 
under attack, especially during legislative sessions, for speaking out on 
social issues and for participating in local and state politics This story Is 
the last In a series that takes a look at the role of professors In formulating 
public policy.
In 1947, Clancy Gordon was working for a commercial fishing 
company in Alaska and belonged to the Longshoremen’s union.
Union workers were being ordered by the head of the union to wear 
buttons to work supporting presidential candidate Henry Wallace, and 
Gordon didn't like it. •
He was not necessarily opposed to Wallace, but he disliked being told 
to wear the button. Though he hao never spoken before a large crowd 
and was “extremely wary” of doing so, Gordon began to speak out at 
union meetings against the practice.
The men still had to wear the buttons to work and Wallace lost his bid 
for the presidency, but at least Gordon had spoken his mind.
Nowadays, Gordon, a University of Montana botany professor, has no 
qualms about speaking out on public issues. His most recent public 
speech, a presentation of the “Ten Environmental Commandments" at 
the “M" on Mt. Sentinel, was angrily denounced on the floor of the 
Montana Senate.
Gordon said that while it is “not necessarily" the duty of all professors 
to enter into the public sphere, it would be "hypocritical” for him to train 
his students to do something that he himself would not do.
More opportunity
“ In general," Gordon said, "university professors have more oppor­
tunity than most any other group of professionals” to speak out on public 
issues and to “take their expertise and use it for the good of society.”
As director of the ^Environmental Studies Laboratory, which he 
founded in 1963, Gordon has been involved in many research projects 
over the years.
Besides working in Montana, he has conducted research and studies 
in Maryland, Arkansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, West Virginia, California
•  Cont. on p. 8.
opinion
Administrative convenience hinders handicapped
University of Montana President 
Richard Bowers spent eight hours in a 
wheelchair yesterday. He assumed this 
temporary handicap in observance of 
Handicapped Awareness Week.
One of those eight hours was spent 
in the Journalism Building answering 
questions from students, some of 
which were about the problems the 
handicapped face at UM.
But before he could even get to the
Budget axed
Editor’s note: The following letter was 
recently sent to Central Board members.
Dear Central Board members: For the up­
coming year the University of Montana 
woodsmen team asked for $1,355 to cover 
travel and equipment costs. Our allowance 
was cut to $500 by the Budget and Finance 
Committee. Five hundred dollars was an 
acceptable amount to operate with, 
however the board then proceeded to cut 
the team’s allocation to zero without any 
warning or reasonl
Several weeks ago, during budget 
testimony, representatives from the team 
were requested to present a ten-minute 
speech at 6 p.m. sharp. Our three rep­
resentatives arrived at 5:50 in order to 
achieve promptness stressed by the 
Central Board members. No Central Board 
members were present when we arrived 
and they proceeded to trickle in (Cary 
Holmquist and Peter Karr arriving at 6:15). 
Holmquist called the meeting to order at 
6:30 with only seven board members 
present. During our testimony the rude­
ness of the board members was shocking. 
Three were reading, two were doing their 
homework and one was licking and making 
noises into the microphone. They showed 
no respect, courtesy or interest during our 
speech.
We can't understand how a body of 
elected officials, with the amount of power 
they possess at the university, can behave 
in this manner and treat the same students 
who elected them as lower life forms.
During the CB elections, Karr and 
Holmquist talked to members of our 
organization promising more money for 
our sports clubs and teams. We think they 
should follow through with their campaign 
promises. The Forestry Students' Associa­
tion and woodsmen team gave them strong 
support believing they would help our club 
and school.
Even though the UM woodsmen team is 
open to any interested students, most 
members also belong to the Forestry 
Students’ Association, a very active service 
organization. The team members devote 
most of their time and efforts to the 
Forestry Club. The woodsmen team 
provides a sports alternative for these 
students. We helped sponsor a competi­
tion here at the end of the Association of 
the Western Forestry Clubs Conclave in 
April. Twenty-six teams from schools 
throughout the Northwest participated in 
the four-day conclave and the woodsmen 
team provided a fine competition to end the 
week’s activities.
During the spring season, the team, 
composed of both women and men, prac­
tices every day to prepare for the three 
or four meets we attend. The team also 
promotes the art of woodsmen competition 
which has been in western Montana for 
more than 150 years, dating back to the first 
loggers in the Bitterroot and Blackfoot 
valleys. Each member learns how to use 
and care for the equipment used in woods­
men com petition , along w ith  the 
philosophy of the art.
We feel that the service and history we 
represent is a valid argument for a $500 
increase in our proposed budget.
Scott Kuehn 
Debbie Bond 
woodsmen team captains
classroom, Bowers had to be carried 
up the outside stairs and then up the 
steep inside stairs of the building. The 
Journalism Building has no entrance 
ramps or elevators.
If anything, it showed Bowers the 
frustrations of being confined to a 
wheelchair.
Besides the completely inaccessible 
Journalism Building, there are other 
obstacles the handicapped have to
Personal judgments
Editor: Brian Ault may be an art student but 
that does not give him the intrinsic 
knowledge necessary to criticize art. He 
has written several columns criticizing the 
art shows in the University Center Gallery. 
His pieces have been cutting, scathing 
even. They are personal judgments, not fit 
to print. I want you to reconsider Mr. Ault’s 
work. Does he understand the formal art of 
criticism? I find him lacking in every sense.
overcome on this campus. One of them 
is the inconvenient location of the han­
dicapped student adviser office.
Last summer, the Lodge, where the 
office is located, was reorganized and 
Margaret McGuire, the adviser, was 
moved to the basement with the Center 
for Student Development.
Bowers said yesterday the move was 
made so she could be nearer the extra
Please direct your critical eye to “Varieties 
of Visual Experience," by Edmund Burke 
Feldman. In Chapter 16, formal analysis, 
interpretation and judgment are discussed 
in depth. Uhtil Mr. Ault discovers how to 
give formal criticism I suggest that you 
curtail the column or find a writer who can 
move beyond the realm of personal dis­
agreement.
Christine Smith
director, University Center Gallery
secretarial and counseling, services 
CSD has. Bowers said he was aware of 
the problems some students have 
getting up and down the ramps leading 
to CSD. But he added someone is 
usually available to help the han­
dicapped on the ramps.
However, the reorganization is being 
reviewed, Bowers explained, so the 
location of the office isn't permanent 
yet.
The office should be moved back to 
the ground floor, if for no other reason 
than it will cost the university nothing 
to approve the change. It must be said, 
however, that the ramps themselves 
are within the accessibility guidelines 
set by the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare.
The deadline for compliance for 
campus buildings is June 1. Bowers 
said the school needs almost $3 million 
to comply. The Legislature has given 
UM about $150,000.
In other words, UM will not be able to 
comply. Bowers said he doubts the 
federal government will punish the 
school by withdrawing all federal fun­
ding.
There is some comfort in this, but 
UM should not hide behind it. Accor­
ding to McGuire, who spent some time 
yesterday in a wheelchair, students still 
have trouble with ramps.
She said the students who cannot 
reach her "just stay away.”
Of course they do. Imagine the 
humiliation when a handicapped stu­
dent learns that administrative con­
venience keeps him away from his 
counselor. Couple that with a general 
sense of dismay when handicapped 
students realize the university cannot 
comply with the HEW guidelines 
because of a lack of funding — yet a 
move of the counselor’s office appears 
unlikely.
The administration is only enforcing 
the feeling that handicapped students 
are low-priority on this campus. 
Granted, the $3 million is a lot of 
money. But this university should do 
what jt can and do it now for the 
disadvantaged.
Suzanne Bradley
^ p u b lic  f o r u m = — — -
Kaimin 0, Missoulian 0
Perverted scumbags
Editor: We are writing in response to the 
uncalled-for and obscene display of skin on 
campus Tuesday evening on the Oval. For 
those who were fortunate enough to be 
absent, we are referring to the three 
scumbags who obnoxiously streaked the 
peaceful pre-Aber Day picnic for the 
dormitory residents.
Aber Day has traditionally been a clean­
up and beautification day on campus. This 
foul act sullied the true spirit of the day.
In the future we hope these perverted 
adolescents will channel their energies in a 
more productive direction.
Susan Lucachick 
sophomore, recreation 
Jackie McKennan 
junior, journalism and German
jiH th o m p s o n  ....................................................................... ed ito r
ro b c rt verdon  .............................................. m a n a g in g  ed ito r
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I am appalled at the total lack of 
objectivity in the Kaimin. Through most 
of last week and again on Tuesday this 
week, I read pages of print covering the 
“Who Owns the West” conference. 
Previously, I’ve read more pages of copy 
covering the Mountain Life Com­
munity's various members who have 
been jailed for breaking the law in 
protest. Yet not one word did I see 
covering the speakers or events of the 
Kyi-Yo Youth Conference two weeks 
ago.
The local radio and television stations 
covered the conference, and interviewed 
the keynote speakers, one of whom was 
Bearhead Swaney. Swaney was deemed 
newsworthy at “Who Owns the West," 
but why wasn’t he just as worthy at Kyi- 
Yo?
William Veeder, renowned Indian 
rights advocate and attorney, spoke 
Friday, May 4, from his vast legal 
experience in the field of treaty water 
r ig h ts . H is address con ta in ed  
statements of state and national import. 
His were the same bases that will be used 
in federal courts to examine these rights.
Yet not one word appeared in the 
Kaimin!
Chuck Trimble, a member of the Sioux 
Tribe, compared Indian rights to a 
canary in a coal mine. When Indian 
rights die, the rights of all Americans will 
soon follow. Not a breath m the Kaimin.
Have I read pages about what brand of 
beer to serve?!
Why is it camp, or avant-garde, or 
chic to publicize law-breaking protests 
of unfair government policies, and not 
just as important to report the activities 
of people who defend all our rights with­
in the bounds of law. Indeed, it is the law 
itself that is being defended by Messrs. 
Veeder, Trimble, Swaney and others. 
When the law becomes arbitrary at the 
whim of economics, what of your rights, 
and mine?
The sole saving grace of the Kaimin's 
coverage was that it exactly matched the 
coverage of the community newspaper, 
the Missoulian.
Brian Wahl
junior, computer science
See stories 
pages 4 and 5
BEST’S 
ICE CREAM
Made fresh daily
ONLY ICE CREAM 
MADE IN MISSOULA
Downtown 
Higgins 
& Main 
Mon-Sat 
-11-9 
In back of 
Little 
Professor
South
Center
Behind
Albertson’s
Daily
Noon-10 pm 
Fri & Sat 
til 11 pm
SANDWICH SHOP
Soups and Sandwiches 
Downtown
In the Alley Behind Penney’s 
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 p.m.
A choice 
for Aber Day
Climb
With
Sundan
For the adventuresome
who want to know what's on the other side,
go with the gear you can trust from the people you
can trust. Go with:
•  Edelweiss and Edelrld ropes
•  Joe Brown and MSR helmets
•  Cloa, SMC, Robbins, Bonatl and Forrest Hardware
•  EB rock shoes, webbing and much more
S U N D A N C E
South Center •  549-6611 
Open 9-7 Monday-Friday; 9-5 Saturday
Photos by 
Deb McKinney 
Brad Newman
PANOPLY P R O D ^O h jN S  presents
d i n a a ^ t h e a t r e
at SHOmLAGE RED LION MOTOR INN
A Musical Extravaganza ^ 0 //
. Music & Lyrics by 
BRUCE HURLBUT
Book by 
RAE HORAN
Choreography by 
CINDA HOLT
Thurs. May 17 •  Sat. May 19 •  Sun. May 20
Dinner at 7:00, Performance at 8:15 
Dinner Reservations must be made in advance.
For tickets call: 243-6072 
11:30-1:30 and 4:00-5:00 p.m. 
Purchase at the Univ. Bookstore
Tickets $4.00 Show Only, 
$12.00 with dinner 
Cocktails and Dancing at 6:30
Co-sponsored by ASUM Programming
Missoula’s Fine “Alternatives" 
Book Store & Grocery
Chapbooks by local poets — CutBank 12 
and much more
collectively owned *  community oriented
Open 
Mon.-Sat 
9 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Sun.
11 a.m.-8 p.m. 
1221 Helen Ave.
FREDDY’S
FEED AND READ
Kegs 
available 
on 24 hr. 
notice
LATE SHOW  
FRI & SAT 
1:00 P.M.
NOW SHOWING  
SHOWTIMES 
Frt.-Sat.-6:30-9:45 
Sun. 4:45 & 8:00 
(  BEST PICTURE
f a  WINNER
ACADEMY
AWARDS
'Devastating-an unforgettable 
visual spectacle."
’A bewitching parable about 
civilized mans inability to 
live in harmony with nature."
—>Joanno Miter, 6.F. EXAMINES
'This movie has some of 
the most awesome filming 
of nature you will ever see."
•~NCW$weiK.
"Its sweeping visual poetry 
is shaped by a sense of awe 
and inspvation..Kurosawa 
has fashioned a great 
and universal film."
—JuaySioni, S.F CHRONICLE
It's a privilege to watch 
Kurosawa at work."
-JertyO oW f.ltV  DAILY NCWS
Music roared, beer poured and dust soared
Featuring: Parnelli Jones
From American Cinema Releasing, Inc.
IPG|fMBH*L 6UDMP &J«8THI^»|
NIGHTLY AT 7:00-9:00 
SAT.-SUN. MATS. 2:00 ONLY
The Beautiful
ROXY
543-7341
“DON’T WALK, FLY TO SEE LOVE 
AT FIRST BITE’” Joel Siegal, WABC-TV
OPEN 6:30 P.M. 
Shorts at 6:45-9:05 
"Bite” at 7:10-9:30
Showplace of Montana
WILMA
543-7341
Two Showing* Frl.-SaL; Other Eve*. 8:00 only; End* Tue*.
they had set up. Cheap thrills; I 
mean really cheap.
Being as this was just too hard 
for me to handle, I took off and 
sauntered up the hill to get an 
overview of the situation, and I ran 
into a friend of mine who was 
talking with this guy who acted like 
he had already drunk his $9 worth 
of beer.
Then he turns to me and says, 
“ Hi. Want some beer? Here," and 
he pours it in my pocket. Oh well, I 
was expecting that to happen 
sooner or later.
A girl sitting next to me taps me 
on the leg, “Hey, look—over there. 
There it is!”
“What? Where is it?" I reply.
“There it is. The wild Rainier.” 
And there it was, lumbering up 
over the hill by the parking lot. The 
wild Rainier. How about that.
A few minutes later they manag­
ed to get the thing on stage to do a 
dance during a break between 
bands. It almost knocked a couple 
of the microphones down into the 
crowd. That would have been 
“goodbye mikes.”
The wild Rainier turned out to be 
a cohort of mine — Victor 
Rodriguez. He had made a repeat 
performance of last year’s kegger. 
He snuck in again; this time 
disguised as a Rainier.
The sun came out in full bloom at 
exactly 2:22 p.m., while the New 
Riders of the Purple Sage were 
playing, and the crowd, suitably 
tanked by now, started dancing, 
going crazy and kicking up dirt.
THEATRE /
515 SOUTH HIGGINS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
AT 7:00 & 9:30 P.M.
HELD OVERI 
ENDS MAY 22
By MARK ELLSWORTH
Montana Kalmln Reporter
When I got to the kegger site 
around 11 a.m., I started drinking 
coffee. After all, I was there to 
cover the thing, and nothing's 
worse than trying to read notes 
taken the day before that were 
scrawled out in a drunken stupor.
But, alas, I broke down and 
started drinking around 1 p.m. And 
my notes got worse and worse. Oh 
well, it's hard to get the right 
perspective on this sort of occa­
sion unless one is drunk.
You might even call it par­
ticipatory journalism.
Well, anyway . . .  much to my 
great despair, the skies were over­
cast and rather bleak when I 
arrived. I thought it was going to be 
a grim rerun of the Aber Day 
drench last year. People were 
running around moaning, “They 
should have had it on Tuesday."
And the keggpr promoters were 
moaning, too. They counted on a 
last-minute rush of ticket sales, 
and the gray skies weren’t helping 
a bit.
Weather and otherwise, the 
kegger this year bore little 
resemblance to last year’s wet 
disaster. The traffic flowed well, 
the music started on time, and it 
didn’t even seem like you had to 
wait in line as long as you did last 
year to get in the porta-can.
Speaking of which, 1 noticed 
some guys peeking through a hole 
in the women’s bathroom trough
DRACULA 
Your favorite 
pain in the neck 
is about to bite
your funny bone.
v v e
utnoi iw ta k b M  An Amman International M ax  
ip o l w n *  cuoma — run o l
Dirt. It hadn’t rained enough to 
keep it settled and the rodeo 
grounds were beginning to look 
like the “dust bowl scene” in a 
1930s depression movie.
My eyes were watering and 
slipping in and out of focus. Was it 
the dust, or had someone slipped 
something in my beer?
Chances are it was the beer, and 
I was running out. Time fo7more.
I was wandering around by the 
T-shirt stand, and a friend ran up to 
me with some exciting news.
“Over there. The mayor of Mis­
soula with a pitcher of beer in his 
hand."
Oh my God, I thought. There he 
was, sure enough, the mayor of 
Missoula.
“ Howdy, mayor. How do you like 
the kegger?” I asked, taking out 
my notebook.
“ I’m having a great time. I wish I 
would’ve come to all the other 
ones,” he said, and took a sip off 
his beer.
Well, I could write on and on 
about kegs and drunks, and music,
but I won't.
In short, the music was good and 
everyone got drunk and had a 
good time. How’s that?
I guess the cumulative high 
point of the day came for me when 
I wandered behind the kegs with 
my "special beer pass," right when 
the beer was being cut off.
The crowd started getting angry, 
and I made the mistake of trying to 
calm them down. My mistake was I 
had a full pitcher of beer in my 
hand. That’s like telling your 
‘ starving dog there's no food while 
you're eating a steak right in front 
of him.
One poor girl just couldn't take 
it. She jumped over the fence and 
started pounding on me. “You son 
of a bitch. You turned the beer off," 
she cursed.
It was hard to explain anything 
to her with angry fists flying at my 
face.
A cop hauled her off. Feeling 
depressed about the whole thing, I 
hopped in my car and drove home. 
What a day.
History project gets grant
The National Endowment for the 
Humanities has awarded a $67,836 
grant to the I nstitute of the Rockies 
and the Montana Historical Socie­
ty for a statewide history project.
Valerie Peacock, executive 
director of the institute, said 
yesterday the project will focus on 
ethnic and folk groups in Montana.
She said the project will include 
the preparation of a "cultural map" 
of Montana by locating sources of 
material, such as local historical 
collections, on the culture and 
history of ethnic groups in Mon­
tana.
She said the information will be 
collected and made available to 
libraries and educational in­
stitutions around the state.
She also said the grant will be 
used to plan how to make the 
information more accessible to the
•  Cont. on p. 5
GRAND PRIZE WINNER MOSCOW FILM FESTIVAL
ANDRE FLOYD 
returns 
to the 
UC Lounge 
with guest 
Vicki Mason 
for one 
performance 
on Friday 
May 18
at 8 p.m.
*  *  *  *
free tickets
to Allmans &
Blue Oyster
shows given
away at
start of show 
* * * *
an asum event
FR .-SAT. M IDNIGHT
Advance Tickets from 10:30 P.M
_ _ _ _ _ Fri.-Sfit; -  _ _ _ _
Showplace of Montana
■  ■  ■M eanw hile, back at the Oval
By BRAD NEWMAN
Montana Kalmln Reporter
While 8,000 people were 
downing about 12,800 gallons of 
beer to combat the dust at the 
eighth Aber Day benefit kegger, 
several hundred people gathered 
on the University of Montana Oval 
to celebrate the day in an 
alternative fashion.
The celebration, billed as 
"Mother Earth Day,” featured 
m ore th a n  s ix  h o u rs  o f 
entertainment by local musicians.L 
The music was preceded by an 8 
a.m. hike up Mt. Sentinel and a 
campus clean-up beginning at 9 
a.m.
Bill McDorman, senior in 
philosophy and coordinator of the 
celebration, said Wednesday that 
two groups first put the event 
together. Some of the organizers 
wanted an alternative beer, he 
said, and some of them wanted an 
"alternative to the kegger itself."
McDorman said the people who 
only objected to the kind of beer 
being served were satisfied when 
the Missoula Liquid Assets Corp., 
the kegger sponsor, decided to 
offer Rainier instead of Coors.
“The rest of us," he said, “just 
want a celebration without the 
technology, the big-name band 
hype and the drugs. So we kept 
working on the alternative even 
after the beer switch."
The alternative celebration, with 
people bringing their own music 
and sharing it with others, might 
be the way the university enjoys 
Aber Day next year, McDorman 
said.
No admission was charged at
the celebration. ASUM Program­
ming donated the sound system, 
the UM Alumni Association 
donated the use of five flatbed 
trailers to make a stage and 
musicians and stage hands 
worked for free.
When the music began at 1:30 
p.m., 30 minutes behind schedule, 
about 100 people, 20 dogs and a 
dozen frisbees dotted the Oval. 
The absence of alcohol, with the 
exception of a couple of wine 
bottles and flasks, distinguished 
the event from recent Aber Day 
gatherings.
The vo lun te e r m usic ians 
featured were: Kelly Wiseman, 
acoustic guitar: Anson Haugsjaa, 
acoustic guitar: Andre Floyd and 
Vicki Mason; acoustic guitars; 
Robin Banks and the Mob, rock 
and roll; Lost Highway Band, blue- 
grass; Wild Roses, an acoustic 
duo; Poor Monroe, acoustic biue- 
grass; and Dog in a Horse Collar, 
folk and bluegrass.
Andre Floyd, musical coordina­
tor of the event, interrupted his 
playing to ask the audience for 
something to drink.
A woman ran up to the stage 
with a brown flask and Floyd, after 
several long swallows, thanked 
her for bringing the refreshing 
water. The crowd laughed, 
obviously  doub ting Floyd's 
description of the flask's contents.
The dogs and frisbees that 
began the day on the periphery of 
the Oval had infiltrated the main 
body of bodies by early evening. 
The crowd swelled to about 250 
people to listen to the music of the 
Lost Highway Band at 6 p.m.
Members of the audience said
they attended the celebration for a 
variety of reasons:
• Tom Alexander, senior in 
journalism, said he was on his way 
to a class and "just stopped by.”
•  Del Field, a driverfor Mountain 
Line, said he chose to skip the Aber 
Day kegger to “avoid an ugly 
scene.” He also said the $9 ticket 
price for the kegger was “too high 
for a music line-up that wasn't 
anything special.”
•  Robin Chapdelaine, freshman 
in wildlife biology, said she "just 
wasn’t into getting tanked."
•  Jon Erickson, jun io r , in 
geography, said he was “avoiding 
the loud, obnoxious people and 
the transportation hassle” at the 
kegger. Erickson also said the 
backdrop of trees and Main Hall 
behind the stage "looked like Aber 
Day is supposed to look.”
Wednesday's campus clean-up 
was the “ largest turn-out of con­
tinual help" in the last three years, 
according to Jim Ball, director of 
Campus Recreation.
Between 60 and 100 volunteers 
joined workers from the recreation 
department and the university's 
Physical Plant in the clean-up 
effort.
Ball praised the work of 
volunteers from the forestry 
school and Headwaters Alliance. 
He said the forestry students "take 
on a major project at their end of 
campus" every year.
The volunteers planted about 
$1,000 worth of plants and shrubs 
in addition to cleaning up the 
campus. Ball said the kegger 
sponsors donated $500, ASUM 
donated $400 and the University 
Center garden added $100.
History project. . .
•  Cont. from p. 4 
general public. Committees 
representing the state at large, 11 
geographic areas and the state's 
seven Indian reservations will 
decide among methods for a 
statewide presentation.
Peacock added that after the 
project is organized, another grant 
will be needed for a one-time 
presentation statewide. She said 
that after the presentation a few 
permanent displays would be set 
up in libraries and at educational 
institutions.
She said the committees should 
have most of their work done by 
November so that the next grant
proposal can be prepared without 
a lag between the end of the 
current grant and the second 
grant. The current grant runs from 
June 1 through Feb. 29, 1980.
The grant will pay for a project 
director, two part-time workers 
who will help coordinate the ac­
tivities of the 19 committees, and a 
secretary-bookkeeper. The grant 
also includes about $22,000 to pay 
for the travel costs of the 165 
committee members. Peacock 
said travel costs are high because 
Montana is so large committee 
members will have to travel long 
distances to attend meetings. The
grant also supplies about $4,000 in 
consultants’ fees.
Various institutions have also 
donated about $120,000 in the 
form of personnel, office and 
meeting space, and office and 
other supplies.
Peacock said that sjnce the 
project has money, the “hard part" 
is finding people to serve on the 
committees. She said anyone 
interested should contact the 
institute or the historical society.' 
The institute is located at 620 
Evans Ave. in Missoula, phone 
728-5352. The state historical 
society is located in Helena.
BRDivBAND
MISSION
MOUNTAIN
and
HANK WILLIAMS JR. 
w ill be featured  at
PRING THAN
BrKVNAt Him. oo SATUROW MAY 19*  _
R salEs STADIUM in BOZEMAN. MJ-
.  ENTERTAINMENT of ASMSU
i /'Lfj*OUDLY PRESENT &ome rt»
KEEP IT FLEXIBLE i NO GLASS OR CANS
411 WEST FRONT _
549-7085 I  EVENINGS -  7:00-9:00
NOTHING CAN KEEP 
THEM OUT!!!
THE
EVXCTORi
Color by Movielab Filmed in Panavision* An American International Release
SATURDAY-SUNDAY MATINEES 
12:15-2:15-4:30 
EVENINGS — 7:00-9:15
“O ne of the year’s top thrillers... 
Anthony Hopkins will get an 
Academ y Award for his magical 
perform ance.” —v e r n o n  s c o t t , u p i
MAGIC
A TER R IFY IN G  LOVE STORY
JO SEPH E  LEVIN E PRESENTS  
M AG IC
A N TH O N Y  H O PK IN S ANN -M A R G R ET  
BURGESS M E R E D ITH  E D LA U TE R  
D IR EC TED  BY R IC H A R D  ATTENBOROUGH /
PRWrSBYDElU 'E* TECHNICOLOR* I
1 M u .
At Your Request 
CAMPUS CLIPPER
.........(Total Hair Care
for M en).........
WILL BE OPEN: 
Thursday & Friday Evenings 
Until 9:00
Our stylists are expertly trained 
in all phases of 
men’s hairstyling.
1227 H elen  (1 blk. o ff U . Ave.
N ext to F reddy’s) 728-6774
D inner theater is off to great start
Caps 
and 
Gowns
Will be Available
May 21st at the Book Dept.—
UC Bookstore 
BA and B.S..............$7.00
May 29th in the Montana Rooms 
in the UC
Law School, MA, Phd, Faculty___$7.50
LAST DAY IS JUNE 8th 
G raduation  announcem ents available  
in the S upply D ept.
254 each
f t Bookstore
By STEPHANIE H. LINDSAY
Montana Kaimln Fine Arts Editor
“Revue on a Napkin" opened last 
night at the Red Lion Village Motor 
Inn and was it ever a great way to 
spend a Thursday evening! I never 
realized how great dinner theater 
really is and hope that Missoula 
will be lucky enough to enjoy more 
of the same in the future.
The show is a story which takes 
place at a bar in a harbor in 
"Somewhere, U.S.A.." The play 
opens with a monologue by Waves 
La Tosca, played by Bruce 
Hurlbut. Sitting at the piano and 
playing little bits of bar music, 
Waves tells the audience how he 
has always been fascinated by 
sailors and the deep blue ocean 
and at the same time always had a 
deep desire to live out west “where 
the alfalfa grows.” Suddenly from 
the back of the bar, a drunken 
sailor starts yelling for a vodka 
martini, launches into a “North 
Dakota” joke and forgetting the 
punch line, gaily sings a song 
proclaiming the wonders of vodka 
martinis — straight up, of course. 
The sailor's name is Guido Sailes, 
played by Robert Hall, who is 
drowning his sorrows in martinis 
because he is pining away for his 
sweetheart.
American musical theater has a 
time-proven and successful for­
m u la . We a l l kn o w  th e  
s tory ... .  girl and boy are in love 
with each other, but because of a 
little tiff, blissful happiness is
threatened to be taken away from 
the young lovers.
In this show we have three such 
couples. First there is Vincent 
Bach, played by David Mandella. 
He is the bartender of the harbor 
bar which is owned by Rusty 
Kazoos played by Rae Horan. 
Rusty and Vincent are sort of in 
love with each other but because 
Rusty is very involved with balan­
cing her books and counting the 
cash in the till and because Vincent 
is very involved in taking dance
f i
classes, they have very little in 
common.
Gertrude Gagliano is played by 
Christi Fenderson and she is the 
cause of our poor sailor's grief. 
But, good girl that she is, she 
reaves her beloved hometown 
(Hangover, North Dakota) to 
search for her boyfriend. Ger­
trude's greatest goal in life is to be 
a nice little housewife in a nice little 
town. (I guess that sort of tells us 
what kind of a mentality we're 
dealing with here.)
Now Vincent Bach is rehearsing 
a show that must be ready for 
performance in three days and he 
has a big problem. He can’t find 
any place to rehearse. So he 
naturally brings his troupe to work 
with him to practice their songs 
and dances in between mixing 
drinks.
Enoch Crisp played by Timothy
Campbell waltzes onto the scene. 
Enoch is filthy rich and Rusty 
manages to borrow a hundred 
thou from him (she’s discovered 
her books are in the red) and he 
prom ptly fa lls in love w ith 
Gertrude. But Gertrude devoutly 
stays faithful to Guido. Vincent 
also falls in love with Gert and of 
course, this makes Rusty insanely 
jealous. Meanwhile Guido has 
passed out in the bar and poor 
little Gert doesn't even know he is 
there. Sounds confusing? Wait, it 
gets worse.
Edith Cruise is a hysterical 
woman who tears into the bar 
shrieking that someone has "just 
almost molested her” and spying 
poor Enoch Crisp decidedly 
decides that he is the molester. 
You guessed it—they end up 
engaged. Actually everyone ends 
up engaged. Rusty and Vincent, 
Edith and Enoch and Gertrude and 
Guido. But you knew that would 
happen, didn’t you?
The music is bouncy and 
bubbles like champagne. Horan 
renders songs with shades of 
Marlena Dietrich and Thielen is an 
absolute scream. Hall is, as 
always, very funny. Mandella 
never runs out of energy and 
enthusiasm, and Hurlbut and his 
piano steer the show on a very 
even keel. Christi Fenderson as 
Gertrude is beautifully brainless.
The show is full of puns; it is 
witty and it has absolutely nothing 
profound to say. If you need a 
good laugh, treat yourself to 
“Revue.”
Unfinished art gallery mars exhibit
By BRIAN AULT
Montana Kaimln Art Ravlawar
The annua l S tuden t A rt 
Exhibition ends today. The show 
contains a variety of work which 
includes the work of beginning art 
students as well as that of a 
number of graduate students.
Granny’s
See our fine 
selection of 
coffee, teas, 
herbs, spices, 
& gifts
In The Hammond 
Arcade Mall 
Front & Higgins 
$49-2539
FRESHMEN-
SOPHOMORES
You can partic ipate in a fantastic  
experience this sum m er. U nder no 
obligation , you can fly to Kentucky  
all expenses paid and attend a paid  
cam p. This qualifies you to receive  
up to $2,500 during your last tw o  
years o f school. S top  by and let’s 
discuss the details.
Captain Fred Williams
243-2681/4191
Rm 102, Men’s Gym
Check out our expanded flight program.
Note: Camp is waived for Veterans.
The content of the exhibit was 
chosen and juried by Mary 
Warner, a painting instructor at the 
University of Montana, Jim Todd, 
professor in the UM humanities 
department, and Harland Goudie, 
a visiting artist and instructor at 
Knox College, Illinois, who was 
invited to UM by the fine arts 
department to give a public lecture 
and to jury the show.
There were five monetary 
awards presented for what was 
judged to be the most outstanding 
w ork  o f the e x h ib it .  The 
undergraduate winners of the 
awards were; Carol Orr for her 
watercolor titled “Window and 
Trees,” Paula Jo Povilaitis for her 
fabric piece, “ Its Your Move Mr. X” , 
and Stacey Mackey for his portrait 
drawing titled “Fear of Not Being 
in Control.” Patricia Forsburg 
received the graduate award for 
her watercolor of “Two Women.” 
These artists were awarded $70 
each. There was also a special 
award given to the person showing 
the highest degree of excellence. 
This award is known as the 
Thomas L. Wickes Award which is 
$300. Linda Heritt, a graduate 
student in art and.who holds a 
teaching assistantship in the 
ceramics department, received 
this award.
The show is a mixture of high- 
and lo w -qu a lity  work. The 
inexperience of technical and 
conceptual abilities displayed in 
some of the undergraduate work is
obvious in comparison to the 
much more developed skills of the 
graduate students. This is only 
reasonable to expect. However, 
the beginning-level art students 
present a fair display of their work. 
Overall, the exhibit is definitely 
good and shows that creative 
talent does exist here at the 
university.
The exhibit has been on display 
on the first floor of the Social 
Science Building (Classroom 
Building) in rooms that have been 
designated as the official full-time 
Student Art Gallery. The rooms in 
their present state can not be truly 
defined as a functional gallery. 
The roughly painted walls with 
plaster showing through, the poor, 
inadequate ligh ting  and the 
condition of the floor, are all 
eyesores in the extreme sense.
Fortunately, funds have been 
appropriated for the necessary 
renovations. These renovations, 
though, may yet be a while in 
taking place. This Student Art 
G allery was to have been 
completed a year ago when the 
Turner Hall Gallery of Visual Arts 
was terminated as a gallery. A year 
has gone by and the renovations 
a re  i n c o m p l e t e .  V a r i o u s  
contracting firms might bid on the 
project which will include other 
renovations in the Social Science 
Building. Meanwhile time slips by 
and the Student Art Gallery space 
as it is now, greatly mars any 
exhibit of art work that is placed 
within it.
“ COMMUNITY ORGANIZERST"
ACORN needs organizers to work with low and moderate 
income families in 16 states (AR, SD, TX, LA, TN, MO, FL, 
CO, NV, PA, IA, OK, Ml, AZ, NC, GA) for political and 
economic justice. Direct action on neighborhood 
deterioration, utility rates, taxes, health care, redlining, 
etc. Tangible results and enduring rewards — long hours 
and low pay. Training provided.
Contact Center for Student Development for an interview 
Friday May 18th or write Ann Lassen, ACORN, 628 
Baronne, New Orleans, LA 70113 (504) 523-1691
lost and found
FOUND: GOLD wedding band at kegger. Call 243-
2226 and identify._______________________ 104-4
LOST: REWARD for return of red backpack with 
contents (camera, binoculars & shirt.). Lost at
kegger 243-2226.________  104-4
LOST: 1 pr. ladies glasses in Orange case. Miller
area Phone 243-4227,___________________ 101-4
FOUND: Doberman Pincher w/uncropped ears in
front of Aber Hall. Contact 243-2527,_____ 103-4
LOST: Approximately 7 keys on oblong ring with the 
metal letter P on a leather tab. Call 549-8194.
_____ ___________________   103-4
FOUND: Day pack containing posters. 243-6057.
- • ' ____________________ 103-4
LOST: Light blue, pullover, hooded sweatshirt at 
Clover Bowl #1 between 4 and 5 p m , May 14.
Return to Kalmin Business Office.________ 103-1
FOUND: Set of 7 keys on leather tab with Indian 
head medal in Luke’s parking lot. Claim at UC
Information desk._______________________ 103-1
LOST — FIRST National Bank's minl-marathon 
finish line banner. Please return it to bank or 
arrange to leave it at the Kaimin offices. 102-4 
WE'RE LOOKING for BROOKS LUDWIG'S wallet 
Will the department who has it please contact me
at 243-5272.  102-4
LOST: 4-month-old. female. Irish Setter. Cloth 
. collar. 420 E. Broadway. Craig Rice — 721-2603.
_________ 102-4
FOUND: LARGE black and tan female dog. Possibly 
a Collie/ Shepherd cross. Wearing a chain. Came 
to 807% W. Pine Wednesday. Call 549-4523.
_________________________________________ 102-4
FOUND: SMALL golden puppy, male, on Thursday 
night between Orange and Higgins. 721-1266.
*_________________________ _______________102-4
FOUND: LIGHT blue, small Gitane. Call 728-0941. 
Leave number. 102-4
personal
PSYCHOLOGICAL RATS aggressive whose actions 
for food were suppressive. These rattles were 
shocked so Voss could get ‘'Doc'"d and party all
friday excessive. Good Luckl T.P.________ 104-1
GAY MALES together meets Tuesdays. 8:00. For 
more information, call the Gay Alternative Hot
Line, 728-8758.__________________________104-2
VICTOR—GARAGE rent is due. rummage sale Mon.
________________________________________ 104-1
LOCAL ARTISTS invited to display & sell at Annual 
SPRING ART SALE. June 5 & 6. UC Mall. Register
UC 104 or call 243-6661._________________104-1
ARTISTS AND CRAFTSMEN warehouse art festival
is June 2. Tables available. 549-6949._____ 102-4
NEED TO  relieve your Aber Day anxieties? Take in 
the Student Art Exhibition now showing in the
Classroom Bulding._________  103-2
FREE - SPORTS Medicine Clinic. Sat. May 19. 9 
a m -4 p m at the Western Montana Clinic. 5 01W. 
Broadway. Sign up in the training room. There will 
be a meeting of the A.T. club at the luncheon.
______ __________________________________ 103-2
SUMMER 1979; ACCELERATED BEGINNING  
FRENCH 101-2-3.15 CREDITS. June 18-Aug. 10. 
You may sign up for either 101, 102. 103 or a 
combination — but the courses are sequential.
_________________________________________ 102-3
FRANCE IN THE 70’s. French 490. July 16-Aug. 10.
. taught by a visiting professor from France, Joel 
Baret, 3 grad or undergrad credits. Direct inquiries 
to Dept, of Foreign Languages and Literatures,
243-2401, Liberal Arts Bldg. 313._________ 102-3
THE MONEY MAN is coming June 4-8. Book-buy-
back at the UC Bookstore._______  102-4
SOPHOMORES. JUNIORS, and seniors in good 
standing are eligible for the Liberal Arts Study 
Abroad Program in London or Avignon. Applica­
tion available in LA 256. 102-4
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, confidential 
listening. STUDENT WALK-IN. STUDENT 
HEALTH SERVICE BUILDING. Southeast en­
trance. Daytime 9-5 p.m. Evenings 8-11:30 p.m.
_________________________________________ 93-20
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS — Call 
Marie at 728-3820, 728-3845. 549-7721 or Mimi. 
549-7317. 83-29
help wanted
FOR SUMMER and. if agreeable, continuing into 
Fall, part or full-time help for big. busy Univ. 
family: Housekeeping and evening meals. Call 
543-5359 between 6 and 7 p.m. 99-7
WANTED— HANDY Person. Trade rent for labor.
Call 549-7983, Eve's.____________________ 102-4
FEMALE QUADRIPLEGIC student needs female 
aide fall quarter. Contact McGuire. 4711 or 
interview. 102-5
w e e k e n d
FRIDAY
Lecture
Mathematics Colloquium, T h e  Enveloping 
Algebra of a Lie Algebra is Proper." by Walter 
Michaelis. visiting assistant professor. 3 p.m., Math 
109. (Coffee anp treats at 2:30 p.m.. Math 206.) 
Productions
Two free French plays. "Oswald and Zenaide" and 
"La Societe Apallon." 8 p.m., Music Recital Hall. 
Meetings
Accounting Advisory Board Meeting. 9 a m.. UC 
Montana Rooms 360 BC. Luncheon, noon, UC 
Montana Rooms 361 ABCD.
Business Advisory Council Meeting, 9 a m , UC 
Montana Rooms 360 DE. Luncheon, noon. UC 
Montana Rooms 361 ABCD.
Miscellaneous
Square Dance Federation, 7 p.m . UC Ballroom. 
Business Administration Scholarship Banquet. 7 
p.m.. UC Gold Oak East.
SATURDAY
Miscellaneous
Square Dance Federation, noon. UC Ballroom. 
Buffet. 4 p.m. and 11 p.m.. UC Gold Oak Room.
Montana Real Estate Course. 8 a m,, UC Montana 
Rooms 361 CDE.
SUNDAY
Miscellaneous
Montana Real Estate Course. 9 a m . UC Montana 
Rooms 361 CDE.
MONDAY
Meeting
The Christian Science Organization. 7 p.m., 
Music 205.
NEED BABYSITTER in my home. Call 549-2640
after 5 p.m._____________________________ 99-13
ORGANIZERS! THE Northern Plains Resource 
Council has openings for two full-time organizers. 
The NPRC is an agriculturally based membership 
organization concerned with strip mining in 
Montana and other energy and mineral Issues. 
Salary is $500 month plus benefits. Send resume, 
writing sample, and references to 419 Stapleton 
Bldg.. Billings. MT. 59102, (406) 248-1154. All 
materials should be received in Billings by May 
18th. NPRC will interview applicants in Missoula 
on May 23-25.___________________________ 98-8
services
THE U. of M. Computer Club is now providing 
Programming Services. Our. services include: 
Computer Programming, Data Entry. Editing. 
Reasonable rates. For info, call 243-2883. 104-3
WOMEN'S PLACE — Health. Education, and 
Counselling, Abortion, Birth Control, Pregnancy. 
V.D.. Rape relief; 24 hr. rape relief, counselling for 
battered women. Mon.-Fri.. 9-6 p.m. 543-7606.
79-32
typing
EXPERIENCED, FAST, convenient. 543-7010.
_______________________________________ 104-3
TYPING SERVICES, reasonable rates. 543-4727.
_________________________ ___________101-11
THESIS AND TERM paper typing. 654/page. 728-
3779.__________________  100-11
EXPERIENCED TYPIST will do term papers, etc. I 
charge 654/page, double-spaced. 721-5928.
_______________________________________ 93-19
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate.
542- 2435.______________________________ 93-19
TYPING/EDITING. 243-5533 of 549-3806. 86-27
TYPING. EXPERIENCED, fast, convenient.
543- 7010.____________________ 94-19
RUSH IBM typing. Lynn, 549-8074._________ 53-60
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958. 76-36
c la s s i f ie d s
education___________________
DANCE CLASSES. Elenlta Brown, experienced 
teacher, enrolling now — Missoula T & Th—pre­
dance. Ballet /  Character. Modern. Primitive. Jazz. 
Spanish /  Flamenco. 728-5664 or 1-777-5956.
76-36
transportation________________
RIDE NEEDED to east coast. N.Y., N.J. area.
Anytime after finals. 243-4946. 104-4
LEAVING FOR Seattle (Kent) Wash. Thursday. May 
24th. Return May 28th or 29th. Need riders to 
share gas. Contact Bill Johnston, 728-1966,1000 
Stephans. No. 5. 104-4
RIDER wanted to Malne/N.E. area. Share usuals. 
Leaving end of June. Call Cathy at 728-6114.
____________________  101-11
RIDE NEEDED to Fairbanks. Alaska, or anywhere 
nearby after finals week! Call Bruce, 243-2260.
______________________________________103-4
RIDE NEEDED to Jackson. Wyo., leave May 24th, 
return May 29th. Dates flexible. Share gas and 
driving. 728-6741. 98-10
NEED RIDE to Chinook — May 20th for graduation. 
Will help with gas. Call Jodi at 549-1722 after 5:00 
p.m. 102-4
RIDE NEEDED to Lander during final week. Write 
Carol Gregory. Box 337, Joseph, Oregon 97846. 
Share usuals. 102-4
NEED RIDE to Miles City for Buckinghorse sale this 
weekend. 243-4376. 102-4
RUNNERS NEED RIDE — 2 need transportation to 
and from Columbia Falls for 7 mi. North Fork run 
on May 19. Call 243-2282 and ask for Jan or Mark.
_________________________________________ 102-4
RIDE NEEDED to Redding, Calif, any time after 
finals. Will share expenses. Call Carrie. 721-2677.
97-16
for sale
SLEEPING BAG $40.00. 721-3183. Call LATE 
evening. 104-2
SIZE 11 Vasque Mountaineering boots. New $80.
will sell $45. 728-8992.  104-2
SUZUKI VIOLIN with bow and case. $125.00. Call 
evenings. 543-7604. 102-3
RUSTIC. REASONABLY light-weight vyooden 
camper for foreign pickups. Has small wood stove.
$100 — call 542-2877 eves._______________102-3
YOU C A N T  sell you rent receipts for $2,000.00 — 
You can own a mobile home. Box 223, Star Route,
Clinton. MT. 59825.______________________102-3
NEW BOX springs. $15. 728-0344.___________ 98-8
BUYING—SELLING. Better used albums and tapes. 
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or 
your money promptly refunded. The Memory
Banke. 140 E. Broadway, downtown.______90-22
LARGE SKY Kennel, $20. John, 721-2428.
•___________   103-4
ONE HOLLOWFORM Kayak. $220. Call 721-3836.
__________________ 103-2
'68 TRIUMPH GT 6 Rebuilt diff.. new clutch, needs 
little work. 549-1863 after 5. Ask for Chris.
103-4
wanted to buy
TOSRV ticket. 549-6774 after noon._________103-2
for rent
SUMMER RENTAL. 3-bedroom house, available 
June lOth-August 15th. Two blocks from Universi­
ty. Furnished. $300/month. Call 728-2503 after
5:00.___________________________________ 104-4
TWO BEDROOM, yard, fireplace. 728-3442.
__________________________________________103-2
SUBLET: THREE Bedroom house for summer, 
$200/month. Needed-two more roommates. Call
721-2944.__________ '____________________103-3
2-3 BEDROOM House for at least one year. Nancy
728-0607.  103-4
TWO BEDROOM furnished house. Dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, laundry, pool. $325/mo. plus 
deposit. Call 728-5167.___________________101-5
INEXPENSIVE ROOMS available for summer. 
Convenient to downtown — University area. 
Contact manager — Room No. 36. Montagne
Apartments — 107 S. 3rd W.____________ 100-12
COZY 2 bedroom furnished trailer. Students 
welcome, pets considered. Call 543-6393.
__________________________________________104-3
NEED RESPONSIBLE people to sublet 2 bdrm. 
apartment June-Sept. $210/mo. fully furnished.
Call 721-1289.___________________________102-3
FOR SUMMER — Large 3-bedroom apartment — 
close to campus. $200/mo. 728-2988.143 S. 5th E.
__________________________________________102-3
FURN.; SHARED kitchen and bath, util. & laundry 
furnished. % block from U. $125. 728-7743.
________________________________ 102-2
AVAILABLE; BEAUTIFUL 2 bed. 2 bath apartment 
with view for summer. 721-3462 or 243-2419.
102-3
roommates needed
FURNISHED HOUSE to share. $100 per month. Rent 
includes utilities. No pets. Call 549-0188. 104-2
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed soon! Over 21 — 
garden, pets — 3 bedroom apt. Good location.
Call 728-5340.___________________________104-2
2 ROOMMATES or. persons to sublet nice 3 
bedroom house close to campus on Central. 
$245.00/month, including utilities. Call 549-0568.
__________________________________________102-3
FEMALE TO  share 2 bedroom apartment close to 
campus. 721-3965. 103-2
NEED NON-Smoking female to share 2-bdrm. 
apartment mid-June to mid-September. Located 3 
blocks from campus. Call Deb 543-4970.
104-6
education
RIDING INSTRUCTION — training and board. 721- 
5018 or 543-4035. 104-5
m a t#
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Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt 
Liquor.The great change-of-pace drink with a taste that has 
it all over beer. Perfect when you want something to go with 
special times: like after the party, before the party, and, of 
course, during the party.
But whatever you do this semester, do it with 
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Because when it comes to great 
taste, we’ve always made the grade.
SCHLITZ MALT LI0U0R.
DON’T SAY BIER,SAY BULL!
© 1979 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.. Milwaukee and other great cities.
Tenure . . .
•  Con/, from p. 1.
•  placing a moratorium on all 
tenure contracts.
Such a moratorium would not be 
fair to the new. young faculty
Student board 
hears requests
The Student Union Board met 
yesterday for what Chairman Ger­
ry Bulger labeled an "infor­
mational meeting" and heard re­
quests for additional University 
Center space from two groups.
Bulger called the meeting infor­
mational because no action was 
taken on any of the requests and 
the newly-elected board members 
will take over tomorrow. He said it 
would be beneficial to the new 
board to have the requests on the 
record.
Leslie Underhill, a Women's 
Resource Center volunteer, said 
the center needs additional space 
for a meeting area, a small library 
and a window display area.
Linda Lang, another volunteer at 
the center, said the center offers 
some unique experiences for 
women. She cited the nation's only 
"Women in Technology” con­
ference, which was held in Mis­
soula, the Brown Bag lecture 
series and other projects as ex­
amples.
Another request for additional 
space was made by Student Action 
Center Director Ron Stief. Sti’ef 
said four otfier groups besides 
SAC will be occupying SAC’s 
office space by next year. SAC's 
office is now located in the ASUM 
offices in the UC.
He proposed that the office, 
which would house SAC, the 
Progressive Student Union, the 
Student Environmental Research 
Center, the Students for Alter­
native Political Thought and the 
student information center for 
Headwaters Alliance, be moved 
across the mall into a portion of the 
area occupied by the Women's 
Resource Center.
He said the Women's Resource 
Center would have to give up some 
of its space, but would be partially 
compensated if an adjoining 
kitchen area were renovated into 
office space.
The board, whose new members 
include Chairman Andrew Czorny; 
Glenn Johnson; Laura Jolicoeur; 
Jo Etta Plumage; Michael Priske 
and Dave Morris, must make a 
recommendation on these re­
quests to Central Board.A_CHtop
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members who bring vitality to the 
university, because they would not 
be able to remain at UM more than 
seven years, Habbe said. And with 
only older faculty teaching in set 
ways, UM would become "stag­
nant,” he said.
However, he did concede that 
the young Instructors are the first 
to be cut anyway, so the situation 
would not be much different with 
or without the moratorium in view 
of the recent and probable ad­
ditional faculty cuts.
Despite the number of tenured
faculty members, a request has 
been submitted to the Board of 
Regents to approve the granting of 
tenure to 29 more professors. 
Habbe said this request will 
basically maintain the 75-percent 
ratio because retirements and 
resignations will balance the ad­
ditional tenure requests.
Only 13 of the faculty members 
who may be receiving tenure have 
served their full six years at UM. 
The rest are receiving credit of up 
to three years for previous service 
at other accredited four-year
Gordon . . . ____________________
•  Cont. from p. 1.
and various parts of Canada. Much of the work involves aiding 
agriculturists threatened by polluting industries.
In 1974 a group of farmers in northern West Germany asked the help of 
Gordon in documenting the effects of an aluminum plant on the 
surrounding farmland.
A lawsuit was brought against the plant, owned jointly by the West 
German government and Reynolds Aluminum, and eventually some 
damages were collected.
"We don’t go out and create problems," Gordon said. "People come to 
us when their ox is being gored.” And, he added, “believe it or not, we’re 
pretty well-known." - .
Obviously, his work is not always looked upon favorably.
Criticism
In 1977, in the space of four months, UM President Richard Bowers 
received three letters from three separate groups Criticizing Gordon and 
questioning his scientific ethics.
The letters came from the Boyce Thompson Institute in New York, the 
Maryland agriculture department and an Alcan Aluminum plant in 
Kitimat, B.C.
The aluminum plant was angry about some research he had done; the 
agriculture department was displeased with some disparaging remarks 
he made about the department and the research institute, which provides 
a pool of experts to testify on environmental issues, strongly resented 
Gordon’s remark that the institute was consistently pro-industry.
Gordon thinks the letters might have been written in an attempt to 
silence him. “They came after me with a big club," he said.
Gordon also said he .was “very upset” with Bowers’ handling of the 
incident, saying the correct course of action would have been to research 
the issue and then either fire Gordon or defend him.
Instead, Gordon said, "what he did do was ignore the letters.”
In an interview yesterday, Bowers said he does not like to get involved 
in private disputes between faculty members and outside interests.
No action
After conferring with Gordon about the letters Bowers said he decided 
to take no action. He said Gordon may have used sotne language “ I 
wouldn’t have used,” but that was Gordon's privilege.
Moreover, Bowers feels that by ignoring the letters he was, in effect, 
supporting Gordon.
IS YOUR HAIR 
INTERFERING WITH 
YOUR GAME?
Come See Us 
at
Big Sky College of 
Barber Styling 
600 Kensington (off Hwy 93) 
Starting June 4 we will 
be open Mon.-Fri. 9-6.
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schools that is equivalent to their 
work here. Depending on the 
number of other institutions a 
faculty member has taught at, this 
policy results in faculty members 
receiving tenure after one to four 
years of service at UM.
However, Habbe said this is an 
accepted practice throughout the 
country and that it is rare for a 
university not to follow this policy, 
although it is not required.
The credit for previous service is 
given only after a thorough evalua­
tion has been made to determine
that the work was actually 
equivalent to their current job, 
Habbe said. Problems had arisen 
in the past because the credit had 
been "extended very liberally" 
because inadequate reviews did 
not really determine if the credit 
was justified, he said.
Habbe said eliminating the 
policy of giving credit might be a 
way to lower the number of 
tenured faculty members, but 
again he would not elaborate 
because of the collective bargain­
ing negotiations.
Bowers said that as a matter of course he tells people who have specif fc 
complaints about professors that “ faculty members have the right" to 
speak out on public issues, that the university by necessity is a "crucible 
of ideas" offering students a "variety of thoughts” and that how a faculty 
member performs in the classroom is the major concern of the 
administration.
Gordon is proud of UM and claims there are not many university 
faculties that compare with UM’s in supporting academic freedom.
Initiating action
Gordon also said the university, based “on the concept of free 
exchange of scientific and philosophical data and ideas,” has played a 
major role in initiating action on environmental issues.
He said he strongly disagrees with the contention that “activists and 
politically inclined professors are out of contact with the real world.
“ It is just the opposite,” he said. “They are very much aware."
Gordon said that by working with farmers, union workers and in-plant 
workers, he has much more contact with the “ real world” than 
industrialists who “have very little contact with the men working in the 
polluted industries or the majority of the society" affected by the 
industries.
Gordon feels that as environmental degradation of Montana escalates, 
“ the conservative elements. . .  will form a strong coalition" with 
environmentalists.
He is optimistic about the future of Montana and said that “ if this state 
does not survive environmentally, I don't think any other state will 
survive.”
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